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Liquid Organic Hydrogen Carrier （LOHC）

3H2 + C7H8 (Toluene) ←→ C7H14 (MCH) 

LOHC can be stored and transported more efficiently than 
compressed Hydrogen or liquid Hydrogen. 

LOHC’s Principle 

LOHC’s features

Hydrogen is stored as a liquid Hydride (Methylcyclohexane : MCH) through 

a catalytic reaction with a carrier (Toluene). Hydrogen is extracted from 

the carrier when it is used, and the carrier is recycled for reuse .

It can be stored and transported at ambient temperature and 
pressure in the same way as petrol and has the advantage of 
using existing petrol delivery methods and filling stations directly.

As hydrogen carrier, storage ,transport and maintenance is safer 
and more convenient .  It is suitable for long-distance hydrogen 
transport, since storage equipment is simple.

High Hydrogen storage rate.  In the closed cycle system 
consisting of toluene hydrogen storage, the reaction heat of 
hydrogenation process can be efficiently recovered and the 
efficiency can reach 98%.

1 The catalytic process is reversible ,the reactants and products 
can be recycled ,and the Hydrogen  storage density is high.
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The organic liquid hydride’s storage and transport technology is composed of 3 processes :
hydrogenation reaction of the catalyst, storage and transport of the hydrogen carrier and
dehydrogenation reaction of the hydrogen carrier by means of methylcyclohexane (MCH),
which is suitable for long-term storage and transport of hydrogen.
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Conversion of hydrogen to 
MCH, makes the volume 
change to 1/500, and easy to  
storage at ambient  
temperature and pressure.

MCH, as gasoline, can be  
suitable for long-time storage 
and  transported over long-
distance at ambient 
temperature and pressure.

The extracted hydrogen from 
MCH is supplied to fuel cells.

Hydrogen production 

recycle
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At the time 
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After the 
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Remarks
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ogen 

Carri
er
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Catalyst
influence

MCH 6.1 Toluene gas gas liquid excellent ・easy to get 
・stable structure

5.8
N-

Ethlcarbazole gas Liquid solid ？

・solid at ambient 
temperature, and liquid at the 
time of reaction 
・fragile structure due to
containing nitrogen
・irritating to the skin 
・possible to produce heavy 
substances
・still in the research stage 

6.2
Dibenzyltoluene

gas
solid
or
liquid solid

？

・high boiling point
・difficult to  carry out 
catalytic reactions because of 
non-gaseous body 
・possible to produce heavy 
substances

NN

LOHC Types According to internal investigations 
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The most important points to make flexible use of LOCH
“Strengths in dehydrogenation technology”・・・Achieved world’s smallest class, highly efficient 
reactor with high hydrogen purity.

Hrein Energy  has developed products that utilize its distinctive technology 
- The hydrogenation equipment that can handle variation flexibly.
- Compact high–efficient dehydrogenation equipment

Meeting the needs from small ,medium to large plants with high hydrogen purity derived from 
renewable energy.
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Received recognition by foreign countries and companies as a technology that can be 
commercialized → ”Hrein Technology”

Hydrogen Storage Methods  +  Engineering

Organic hydride system is an effective technology for hydrogen infrastructure due to their 
superior storage and transport efficiency compared to compressed and liquid hydrogen.



Reactor exterior

Japanese Patents List (organic hydrides) 

International Patents List (organic hydrides) 

International  patent “compact and efficient 
reactor”

LOHC Choose efficient MCH
Catalyst  High instant reactivity
Reactor Compact and high thermal 
conductivity 
Hydrogen purity Fewer impurities in by-
products

Hrein Energy,
is a company that develops  
catalysts and reactors
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Development achievements Joint development areas

For vehicles and ships that use 
mainly batteries ,traveling range 
can be extended by onboard 
hydrogen generation and battery 
charging . 
The burden on the infrastructure 
can also be reduced by omitting 
the charging stand. 
A pilot prototype of the electric 
vehicle (3KW) has been 
completed . 
Main  application : buses , trucks , 
small ships , railways , etc.

Application of Compact Dehydrogenation Equipment

The vehicle can be used without high-pressure hydrogen cylinder
→ (LOHC tank + dehydrogenation device) + (fuel cell, engine..)
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Business activities outside Japan 
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Rugao , Nantong City (FCVC2019) Ningbo City ,Zhejiang Province 
(International conference on 
Hydrogen )

Other cooperation with 
nation , region ,university 
and company etc.

UKRAINE GAS TRANSPORT SYSTEM



Application fields (㎥/h)

Scope of business cooperation 

Hydrogen supply 
overseas
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～300㎥/h
FCV
facility

300～3,000㎥/h
FC bus
Hydrogen filling station

Truck ,heavy machinery

Rail-road, ship

Small-scale power generation 

1,000～3,000㎥/h
Public facility 

Commercial facility 

Airport

1,500,000㎥/h～
Power stationDomestic and 

international 
transport of 
hydrogen 

Global 
distribution of 
Hydrogen



Hydrogen Town Energy  Diagram
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Garbage disposal center 

Hydrogen engine
FC(fuel cell)

FC(fuel cell)

Hydrogen

Modified vehicles

Public hall ・facility

Dehydrogenation equipment

Hydrogen station

Bringing 
renewable 
hydrogen 
into cities

Fermentation tank 

Biomass power


